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He had 2 brothers, William â€” and Henry â€” , afterwards Lord Dalling. Bulwer, who was delicate and
neurotic, gave evidence of precocious talent and was sent to various boarding schools, where he was always
discontented, until in the establishment of a Mr. Wallington at Ealing he found in his master a sympathetic and
admiring listener. About this time Bulwer fell in love, and became extremely morbid under enforced
separation from the young lady, who was induced by her father to marry another man. She died about the time
that Bulwer went to Cambridge, and he declared that her loss affected all his life afterwards. In he earned a B.
A romance, in heroic couplets , of patriotic struggle in Ireland, and in a metrical satire , The Siamese Twins.
These juvenilia he afterwards ignored. He purchased a commission in the army, only to sell it again without
undergoing any service. She was a brilliant but passionate girl. This story, with its intimate study of the
dandyism of the age, was immediately popular, and gossip was busy in identifying the characters of the
romance with the leading men of the time. All these novels were designed with a didactic purpose, somewhat
upon the German model. To embody the leading features of a period, to show how a criminal may be reformed
by the development of his own character, to explain the secrets of failure and success in life, these were the
avowed objects of his art, and there were not wanting critics ready to call in question his sincerity and his
morality. He became a follower of Bentham, and in was elected Member of Parliament for St. At first she had
cause to complain that he neglected her in the pursuit of literary reputation; later on his disregard became
rather active than passive. After a series of distressing differences they decided to live apart, and were legally
separated in She was consequently placed under restraint as insane, but liberated a few weeks later. It was a
case of 2 undisciplined natures in domestic bondage, and the consequences of their union were as inevitable as
they were unfortunate. Ives, he was returned for Lincoln in , and sat in parliament for that city for 9 years. He
spoke in favor of the Reform Bill, and took the leading part in securing the reduction, after vainly essaying the
repeal, of the newspaper stamp duties. His pamphlet, issued when the Whigs were dismissed from office in ,
and entitled A Letter to a Late Cabinet Minister on the Crisis, was immensely influential, and Lord Melbourne
offered him a lordship of the admiralty, which he declined as likely to interfere with his activity as an author.
Godolphin was followed by The Pilgrims of the Rhine , a graceful fantasy, too German in sentiment to be
quite successful in England, and then in The Last Days of Pompeii and Rienzi he reached the height of his
popularity. He took great pains with these stories, and despite their lurid coloring and mannered
over-emphasis, they undoubtedly indicate the high water mark of his talent. Their reception was enthusiastic,
and Ernest Maltravers and Alice; or, The mysteries were hardly less successful. In he undertook the editorship
of the New Monthly, which, however, he resigned in the following year. In , the year in which he published
Night and Morning, he started the Monthly Chronicle, a semi-scientific magazine, for which he wrote "Zicci,"
an unfinished 1st draft afterwards expanded into Zanoni All, except The Sea Captain, were successful, and
this solitary failure he revived in under the title of The Rightful Heir. Of the others it may be said that, though
they abound in examples of strained sentiment. The Lady of Lyons and Money long held the stage, and to the
last-named, at least, some of the most talented of modern comedians have given new life and probability. His
widowed mother had done the same in His brothers remained plain "Bulwer". From to he had no seat in
parliament, and spent much of his time in continental travel. His own "exhaustion of toil and study had been
completed by great anxiety and grief", and by "about the January of , I was thoroughly shattered". In he issued
The Last of the Barons, which many critics have considered the most historically sound and generally
effective of all his romances; in , Lucretia; or, The children of the Night; and in Harold: The last of the Saxon
kings. Tennyson retorted with some verses in which he addressed Bulwer-Lytton as "you band-box. My Novel
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and What will he do with it? He had differed from the policy of Lord John Russell over the Corn Laws, and
now separated finally from the liberals. He stood for Hertfordshire and was elected, holding the seat till , when
he was raised to the peerage as Baron Lytton of Knebworth. His eloquence gave him the ear of the House of
Commons, and he often spoke with influence and authority. In he was appointed secretary for the colonies. In
the House of Lords he was comparatively inactive. Following an operation to cure deafness, an abscess
formed in his ear and burst; he endured intense pain for a week and died at 2 a. The cause of death was not
clear but it was thought that the infection had affected his brain and caused a fit. Nevertheless, he built up each
of his stories upon a deliberate and careful framework. He was assiduous according to his lights in historical
research; and conscientious in the details of workmanship. It will always, however, retain its interest, not only
for the merits of certain individual novels, but as a mirror of the prevailing intellectual movement of the first
half of the 19th century. He wrote in a variety of genres, including historical fiction , mystery , romance , the
occult , and science fiction. He financed his extravagant life with a varied and prolific literary output,
sometimes publishing anonymously. Combermere St Quintin, who is surprised at dinner with his family.
Fiction Edit In Pelham brought him public acclaim and established his reputation as a wit and dandy. Prior to
the novel, evening wear for men could be of any colour, but the upper class quickly adopted the habit of using
black evening wear only, a habit that is still dominant, just as the characters in Pelham. The Power of the
Coming Race , which drew heavily on his interest in the occult and contributed to the birth of the science
fiction genre. The book popularised the Hollow Earth theory and may have inspired Nazi mysticism. Citation
needed His term "vril" lent its name to Bovril meat extract. Its Rise and Fall was published posthumously. In
addition, he gave the world the memorable phrase "pursuit of the almighty dollar " from his novel The Coming
Race. He used this rather disparaging term in his novel Paul Clifford: However, the term "the Unwashed" with
the same meaning, appears in The Parisians: The Oxford English Dictionary refers to "Messrs. Bulwer-Lytton
is also credited with the appellation for the Germans "Das Volk der Dichter und Denker", that is, the people of
poets and thinkers. In he was raised to the peerage as Baron Lytton of Knebworth. In , his Ernest Maltravers
was the 1st complete novel from the West to be translated into Japanese. Also the writers of theosophy were
influenced by his work. Entrants in the contest seek to capture the rapid changes in point of view, the florid
language, and the atmosphere of the full sentence. It was a dark and stormy night. The rain fell in cataracts. In
popular culture His play Richelieu; or, The conspiracy was adapted for the film Cardinal Richelieu.
Bulwer-Lytton was portrayed by Brett Usher in the television serial Disraeli.
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